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Fleet managers now face three stark new realities:
Tighter margins
¡¡
Stricter CO2 emissions legislation
¡¡
A growing need to prove environmental
¡¡
credentials during customer tenders

This has put greater pressure on fleet managers
and changed the nature of the role they perform. In
particular, it has elevated the importance of effective
fuel management due to its inherent ability to
influence all three critical elements. This report offers
a view into the fuel management practices of fleet
managers and drivers in the Malaysia
It reveals insights into:
The levels of knowledge and awareness of what
¡¡
impacts fuel consumption
The greatest barriers to managing fuel more
¡¡
effectively
The solutions for how managers can manage
¡¡
fuel consumption more efficiently

Effective fuel
management
presents a financial
opportunity
Fleet managers recognise
tightening their practices can
generate major savings

Three-quarters
(75%) of fleet managers
think that more effective fuel
management could
reduce their
fuel spend by 5%
or more...

with a
Third
Q16. If the barriers mentioned above were alleviated, how much do you
believe you could reduce the overall amount you spend on fuel annually by?
Base: All Managers – 110.

(33%) believing it could
reduce fuel spend by over 10%

Market comment: In December 2014, the Malaysian government implemented a “managed float” for pricing at retail stations, effectively reducing the
level of fuel subsidy in the retail sector. . Hence, tactics that lead to effective fuel management are welcomed by fleet managers. The government is also
aiming to be the Energy-Efficient Vehicle (EEV) production hub for the region, which is a move to further manage fuel efficiently.

But there
is limited
knowledge
of what
impacts fuel
consumption
Q1. Which of the following do you
believe impacts fuel consumption?
// Base: All Managers – 110.

The factors that Malaysian fleet managers believe
impact fuel consumption
1

The load carried by vehicles (62%)

2

The way my drivers drive their vehicles (60%)

3

The way routes are planned (53%)

4

Regular maintenance of the vehicles in my fleet (47%)

5

The brand of fuel used in vehicles (34%)

6

The brand of lubricants used in vehicles (34%)

7

Regular maintenance of tyres (34%)

8

Accessories used by vehicles in my fleet (34%)

9

The type/brand of tyre selected for vehicles in my fleet (28%)

10

The aerodynamics of vehicles in my fleet (25%)

Market comment: Shell offers helpful tips to drivers when it comes to managing fuel efficiently.
Small changes to your driving habits can mean significant savings*:
•Keep your distance
•Use cruise control
•Avoid excess idling
•Avoid high speeds
•Use air conditioning sparingly
For more information, please visit Shell FuelSave Tips for Driving Efficiently.
*comparison between a standard petrol/diesel and that same petrol/diesel [of the same bio-content] containing our fuel economy formula. Savings may vary
according to vehicle/driving conditions and driving style.

The biggest
challenges faced
Malaysian fleet managers believe getting drivers to drive
in a fuel efficient manner is the greatest challenge the fleet
industry faces in reducing fuel consumption. Managing
vehicle loads and route planning are also listed as prominent
issues that need to be addressed.

Driving behaviors believed to cause
the most unnecessary fuel consumption
(numbers based on managers who said the behavior caused
unnecessary fuel consumption of 5% or more)
71

Braking distance

65

Harsh throttle

63

Hard accelerating

62

Unnecessary load in vehicle

61

Speeding

1

Getting drivers to drive in a fuel efficient manner (52%)

2

Managing vehicle loads effectively (44%)

3

Planning routes to take fuel into account (34%)

4

Ensuring vehicles are regularly maintained (22%)

5

Fraud detection (15%)

6

Improving vehicle aerodynamics (14%)

7

Getting drivers to use quality fuels (11%)

8

Getting drivers to use quality lubricants (5%)

9

Ensuring tyres are regularly maintained (5%)

60

Over-revving
Coasting

60

Harsh braking

58
56

Ineffective use of cruise control
53

Idling

*Percentages in rankings are determined by number of managers
who placed the answer in their top two issues
Q5. Which of the following do you think is the greatest challenge
your industry needs to address? Q8. On average, what
percentage of unnecessary fuel consumption do the following
driver behaviours make up // Base: All Managers - 110

Market comment: The actions and driving behaviours are apt to Shell FuelSave Tips for driving efficiently. Some changes to your driving habits can help
save fuel:
•Keep your distance
•Use cruise control
•Avoid excess idling
•Avoid high speeds
•Use air conditioning sparingly
For more information, please visit Shell FuelSave Tips for Driving Efficiently.

Driver buy-in and limited resources represent
the greatest barriers to overcome
NOTE: Driver buy-in consists of convincing
drivers of the benefits (37%) and getting
drivers’ buy-in to improve (8%);

45

Resources consists of no/limited time to train
drivers (21%) and no/limited funds for
training drivers (18%).
Q13. Please select from the following, the most significant barrier you
have encountered for improving drivers fuel efficient driving skills? //
Base: All Managers – 110.
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Incentives and training
for drivers can act as
solutions
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When it comes to solutions for
improving drivers’ fuel efficient driving
skills, both fleet managers and drivers
agree that the greatest influence would
be a small financial bonus as part of
a driver’s salary package. However,
education/training programmes will
also make a big difference.

4%
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education
with a prize
with a prize
days
bonus holiday days
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Q18. Which of the below do you believe would have the greatest influence on getting your drivers to drive in a more fuel efficient manner?; Q14. Which of the below do
you think currently stand in the way of improving how effectively you manage fuel? // Base: All Managers – 110; Q19. Which of the below would make you most likely to
proactively drive in a fuel efficient manner? // Base: All drivers – 50

Market comment: In Malaysia, new drivers are required to undertake speed management classes as part of the driving curriculum. It is extremely
important that new drivers learn to drive at the right speed for the prevailing conditions. For more information on managing speed, please click here.

More managers
need to provide
training on how to
drive efficiently
Q7. What are you currently doing to inform your fleet
drivers about fuel efficient driving behaviours? // Base: All
Managers – 110.

43%

Only

of fleet managers CURRENTLY
PROVIDE FEEDBACK

for drivers based on data
about how fuel efficiently
they are driving.
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The factors which most managers
believe impact fuel consumption are
also where the biggest differences
exist between belief and proactive
management of the issue.
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And managers should act
on other areas they believe
can reduce the amount of
fuel they use

62%
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50%

53%

Better load
management

Regular maintenance
of vehicles

Smarter route
planning

Q1. Which of the following do you believe impacts fuel consumption? Q2. And which of the following do you proactively manage in order to reduce your fleet’s fuel
consumption and related costs? // Base: All Managers – 110.

Market comment: There are common myths among Malaysian drivers that topping up after sundown is beneficial to fuel saving and that warming up
their engines before starting their journey would improve fuel efficiency. Shell offers helpful tips to drivers when it comes to managing fuel efficiently. For more
information, please visit Shell FuelSave Tips for Driving Efficiently.

There may be a
role for a designated
fuel efficiency
manager
Q17. Do you agree that there should be a specific role within your organisation
designated to an individual who ensures fuel consumption is managed effectively?
// Base: All Managers – 110

8 in10

(80%) of fleet managers believe that there
should be a DESIGNATED ROLE TO

MANAGE FUEL CONSUMPTION

The Shell fuel management solution
Is designed to reduce fuel consumption, administration time and
maintenance costs

Fuel card access in 960
petrol stations across
Malaysia

Online card management,
offering transparency in
transactions

Shell site locator, route
planner and Shell
Motorist app

Economy/high quality
fuels and lubricants

Methodology
This global study surveyed 870 fleet managers and 350
drivers across eight countries – Germany, Netherlands,
UK, Poland, Malaysia, Thailand, USA and South Africa.
The research was conducted by Edelman Berland, an
independent research firm.
Who

110 fleet managers and 50 fleet drivers

Fleet types* Combination of both heavy and
light goods vehicles (41)
Heavy goods vehicles (34)
Light goods vehicles (35)
Where

Malaysia

How

Online survey

When

May 2015

About Edelman Berland
Edelman Berland is a global, full-service research firm
that provides corporate, non-profit and government clients
with strategic intelligence to make their communications
and engagements with stakeholders the smartest they can
be. The firm specializes in qualitative and quantitative
research, measurement, tracking and analysis in
reputation, branding and communications. Edelman
Berland is part of Edelman, the world’s largest public
relations company. Edelman Berland has more than
100 employees in offices around the world.
For more information, please visit
www.edelmanberland.com

